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PDA Pilot Executive Summary
•

Industry Research – As an organization it will be necessary for Maine DOT to continue to
look at handheld computing as a potential solution to suit business needs. The

technology involved in handheld devices is constantly evolving and becoming more
powerful.
•

Needs Analysis – Prior to developing in-house data collection tools for handheld

devices, a detailed process and business analysis should be performed which includes
the cost/benefit of building such applications.
•

Vendor Software – There are increasing numbers of off-the-shelf products available for
remote data collection tools. This avenue should be fully explored prior to in-house
development of applications where needs may be met by such a product.

•

Costly Customization - There is substantial development time required to customize

handheld data collection tools. Priority should be given for larger scaled applications

with many users versus those with relatively small numbers of users. This would create
wider benefits to the department as a whole. An application built for remote data

collection requires full business process analysis and much development time is spent

designing input forms.
•

Hardware/OS Scoping – It may be possible to standardize the hardware purchases for
basic email and calendar software users. Considering the variations of the precise
needs of individual projects it would be unlikely that broad standardization for all

custom built applications would be efficient. Each application would need to be scoped
based on the user/process requirements including the hardware devices required to
meet the specific needs.
•

Wireless - New technologies including wireless transmission via Bluetooth are growing
significantly in popularity and many devices are now coming equipped with this

technology. It is very important to look at the specific needs of each system to find
which technology suits the business needs.
•

Development Platform – It is recommended to use Java or VB.Net. The choice of one
platform over another would save development time and money by facilitating the

creation of code libraries that would be reused for many applications. Much of the

development platform is dependent upon the choice of the hardware which currently will
be PocketPC where possible.
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Pilot Objectives
The overall objectives for the pilot project were:
•

Determine the feasibility of developing PDA applications with existing I.T. resources and

infrastructure at Maine DOT.
•

Determine the degree of difficulty between developing with Java and developing with
VB.Net. including portability or other benefits to one language or the other.

•

Create guidelines for future PDA application development efforts.

Project Selection Overview
The selection process for this pilot project was established by asking for project proposals to

be put forth from the various users. Upon completion of the project request the ISSC reviewed
the applications and based on selection criteria decided to use project resources to develop

an application for Environmental Services Ground Water and Hazardous Waste unit and to also
assist Materials Testing in developing a mobile extension of the TIMS system.
The committee based their project selections based on the following factors:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

the proposed tool to meet the business need
the number of users for the application

the number of data collection events and the amount of time per event
the perceived complexity of the application

the completeness of research by the applicants
the applicants commitment to the application
if there was an existing process in place, and
if there were expected technical problems.

The Environmental Application was proposed to facilitate the process of collecting data on a
paper form at each property along a construction project where a water sample is taken by

the Ground Water and Hazardous Waste office. This data is collected then the sample of the
well water is taken to a lab for testing. Maine DOT then receives the results back via paper

from the lab where it is manually entered into a database. Included in this proposal was the
addition of collecting GPS data and a digital photograph for the database.

The Materials Testing Application was proposed to facilitate the process of testers filling out

paper forms at the test location and then also key-punching the data into the TIMS database
once the tester was back at the office.

Systems Overview
Infrastructure
Both projects use a common infrastructure, depicted in figure 1.
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Figure 1. Mobile Application Infrastructure
Unless a PDA application is developed with the intent that a network connection will always be
available (as might be the case in a manufacturing or warehouse setting), the PDA-based

application will need to be written in an “occasionally connected” framework. This typically
means the PDA application will be a full-client application with a device-based persistent data

store. When the user returns to the office, she will “synchronize” the data collected in the field
with a central database.

Synchronization is provided by a synchronization server, which operates in conjunction with a

synchronization client placed on the device. Its primary purpose is to deploy the initial database
to the device according to pre-specified filters and to allow the device to subsequently send and
request updates for its local database from the central database. For a substantial application

with many handheld devices, the synchronization server may also serve as a management tool for
the devices, performing operations such as software distribution, software lockdown, and device

backup manager. Evaluation of these management features is ongoing during beta testing of the
applications.

Connectivity between the devices and the synchronization server can occur in several ways.

Typically, the device will send requests to the server using TCP/IP communications, which can

occur either directly from the device (assuming it is equipped with a Wi-Fi or other networking

capability) or when the device is docked to a PC using ActiveSync. In the latter case, the device
uses the PC as its agent to transmit TCP/IP packets to the server.

Information Systems Division
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Hardware/Platform
There are a myriad available handheld devices on the market. Wading through the

different specifications and capabilities requires time and resources. For this project we

relied on ISD Desktop Support personnel and their previous experience with Palm OS and
Pocket PC OS in guiding our decision to go with the Pocket PC OS along with research

through various web sites. Desktop Support's desire to standardize hardware to the iPAQ

did not limit us from looking at the Palm hardware. The hardware for the TIMS application
was purchased prior to ISD involvement in the project. The hardware for the

Environmental project was purchased keeping in mind the need to expand the unit for
both GPS and digital camera.

We determined that it is very undesirable to lock MDOT into either Pocket PC or Palm Pilot

in the long run. It is possible there may be a true need for the one that was rejected

sometime in the future; or we may wish to revisit that selection while retaining the value

of our software. We will select development software and middleware that can support
either platform, and we hope to design software that can be ported between operating
systems readily, though currently this ability does not exist.
PDA Suitability

For the big picture, this pilot considered the suitability of using a PDA for applications,
versus a larger PC such as a laptop or tablet. Considerations for determining the
suitability of a PDA include:

How many forms would be required on the small screen? At the process and business

analysis stage each developer worked out the scenarios for the data collection that would
happen on the PDA. It was decided at that time that the PDA hardware would work as the
solution for each project.

Could the forms be made small enough to fit the PDA screen size? Both projects looked at
the screen size limitations and found the PDA size to be adequate. It should be noted that

applications that require larger forms, larger text, or detailed drawings/graphics might be
better suited to a Tablet or Laptop application. As of the writing of this document the

portability between applications on PDA, Tablet, and Laptop computers is not effortless
and each of those hardware options need to be thoroughly considered depending upon
many different user and application needs. The finding for this pilot project did not
conclude that the PDA would be the answer for a majority of projects, but that the

specificity of the user needs and business needs require careful consideration and
analysis.

How many users were there? The application for Environment has one primary user and

three others who may occasionally use the application. The application for Materials
Testing was pared down to a manageable beginning point with 4 users.
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How many tables would be needed in the OLite database? Currently there are between 415 tables for the applications. The size and number of each table should be considered
with regards to the hardware memory and processing speed that effect the user
experience with the application.

Could the data entry process be limited to minimal typing (use mostly drop down lists)?

This piece was looked at as the focus for the Environment application. Their current

process involved a lot of free-form data entry. In the development of the application the
users and managers of the data were brought together to work through the process of
streamlining the data collected into structured choices.

Database
Database on PPC: Oracle 9iLite
Development Database on Server: DEVFREE9

Access Database: Front end client forms based on Oracle database tables.

Client Software
The ActiveSync software for the handheld device keeps the users email and

calendar up to date when they dock the PPC. This software should be installed by
desktop support when the mobile device is dispensed to the user.

Each client PC that uses the Mobile Server requires the download of the

appropriate Mobile Client for the specific processor and operating system on the
mobile device.

http://dot0dta1pdatest/webtogo/setup
In order to run VB.NET for PPC2002, a download of the Compact Framework CAB

file is required. For newer systems the framework is part of the OS and requires no
installation.

For clients developed using Java a virtual machine is required to be purchased and
installed on the device.

Operating System
We determined that Pocket PC operating system is preferable at this time. It offers the
Windows look-and-feel, which is more familiar to our end users, and is integrated with

Microsoft Office so it is easier for Desktop to support than Palm, which needs additional
software and configuration steps to support Microsoft Office.

Although the pilot team discussed trying one of each operating system, the team

eventually selected Pocket PC operating system for both pilot projects. By showing
Information Systems Division
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applications can be built either using Java or VB, Maine DOT users are not limited from
using hardware that may be only available in one operating system. The OS options

remain open for discussion. It is important to note that the Operating System is not

independent from the hardware. There was no attempt to port the Java application to

another platform though with the purchase of an additional piece of hardware and a Java
virtual machine the test could be completed.

Mid-Tier Server Software - Mobile Server
Prior to the beginning of development Oracle's Mobile Server was chosen as the preferred

middleware to handle the synchronization of data from the handheld device to the serverside database. There was early discussion about using the AppForge (which supplied
similar functionality) product, which would have required the purchase of additional

software. Mobile Server was chosen based on the availability of the software, the fact that
it follows Maine DOT database guidelines, and it is fully supported by our service

agreement with Oracle. There was also limited discussion about building a customized
synchronization tool and at the time it was deemed better to use an off-the-shelf
product.

Oracle’s “Mobile Server” is an extension to 9iAS Application Server. This software uses a
web based interface to manage mobile applications.

Synchronization: The data synchronization happens through Mobile Server when a user

docks the PPC to their desktop PC and then uses the MSync client software to connect and
transfer data. MSync also deploys the application software to the mobile device based on
the user logon.

Package and Deployment Wizard: The Mobile Server is where the Mobile Server

Administrator sets up the users of an application along with the deployment rules for each
application; including the snapshot schema for the Oracle Lite database on the PPC.

Environmental Ground Water and Hazardous Waste Pilot for Water
Sampling
Hardware/Operating Systems
Handheld device: iPAQ 2210 PocketPC(PPC) 2003

Java Virtual Machine (JVM)
Originally the Jeode VM purchased and installed on PPC 2003. Due to limitations
with connectivity to other programs another VM was found. Currently the CrEme
VM is being used and 40 license seats have been purchased.
Information Systems Division
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Peripheral Devices
GPS: Collection GPS coordinates at the well head with accuracy to 15 meters, WAAS
enabled preferred, device extension mounted on unit

Camera: Compact Flash camera provides color photos by a device extension
mounted on unit

TIMS Testing Inventory Materials Sampling
Hardware/Operating Systems
Handheld device: iPAQ h3900 PocketPC 2002

Java Virtual Machine
None required

Peripheral Devices
None required

Developers Findings
Each of the two projects selected to participate in the pilot study for mobile application

development were developed using different languages. The following are the individual
programmers' findings with regard to their specific language.

Why two languages? Current IS policy states Java and Visual Basic are standards acceptable for
new development. Maine DOT was hoping to not be platform dependent on PocketPC devices.
Java applications are supposedly portable between platforms. Also a consideration of the
Oracle/Java twinning made discovery into the Java world appealing to management. The
Environmental pilot was targeted to be developed using Java.

The .NET Compact Framework is in the ROM of Pocket PC 2003 and newer devices. In its
documentation, the Oracle Mobile Server used the free MS Embedded Visual Basic (eVB)
language as a sort of floor sample application; and that was the initial path taken by

developers. The language quickly showed limitations, thereby forcing developers to regroup
and embrace the more robust, object-oriented Visual Basic .NET. The Materials Testing
application is written using VB.NET.

Java – Cindy Owings
Challenges faced

~ Finding resources for technical expertise and then finding their relevance

~ Learning Java

~ Learning about the new hardware

~ Learning the Mobile Server side of application deployment
Information Systems Division
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~ Learning about the Oracle Lite database
~ Using the JDeveloper IDE
Gain understanding of J2ME

Understanding J2ME – Java 2 MicroEdition.
A good article for introduction to J2ME can be found at:

http://www.ftponline.com/javapro/2002_12/magazine/features/dhemphill/
Decide what JVM to use

SuperWaba is a free JVM which was downloaded for initial testing of concepts. Some

tutorials were purchased and worked through to begin understanding how Java works on
a handheld PC. SuperWaba has many custom libraries and was not the open solution
MaineDOT was looking for. There was also no built in ability to have the database

connectivity to Oracle Lite and support was only through buying a support package. The
tutorials and documentation were found to be not well written and directed towards an

audience with more Java language experience. Using SuperWaba also required the use of

ANT to build the application deployment. This was another piece of Software to learn and
absorb. Basically ANT uses XML based files to create a Build file for an application. For

further clarification please see http://ant.apache.org/. There are many benefits to ANT

including the ability to set up parameters based on the OS you will be deploying the
application on.

The search continued to find what other JVMs existed. Sun's website lists their JVM with
implementations for Linux and Solaris but no implementation for PocketPC could be

found. The Compaq iPAQ Model 3950 installation CD contains a copy of the Jeode VM for
iPAQ with the PocketPC 2002 operating system. For the newer Pocket PC 2003 it was

necessary to purchase and download the latest version of the Jeode JVM. The Jeode VM did
not meet the needs of the application and eventually the CrEme VM was purchased and
used.

Limitations of using Java

Using Java requires a full understanding of Object Oriented Programming. The efficiency

of using an OOP comes from the ability to build objects that are reusable, making design

a critical piece of the puzzle. The programmer did not have any experience or training

with OOP design at the beginning of the project. The application is currently working and
being used without the digital image automated in the system.

Accessing system level functions requires knowledge of C++ language to create wrapper
files that allow Java Programs to call native functions. This requires a C++ Compiler and

real understanding of the system dlls. The consultant helped create a modular application
that can potentially be used for many GPS applications at MaineDOT. He also provided us
with customized software for the digital camera extension which can be used by other
applications as well.

Information Systems Division
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Availability of Resources

Expert resources for Java available to MaineDOT programmers are limited to websites and

books. One book, Java Development on PDAs Building Applications for PocketPC and Palm
Devices , was discovered to be very helpful in getting started. In fact, a footnote on one of
the pages was where the information about the JVM for the iPAQ 3950 was discovered.

Hewlett Packard/ Compaq's websites were not at all helpful in technical specifications and
information with regard to Java and the Jeode JVM. Even direct contacts to customer
support resulted in no real information gain. There is no local user-community or

technical expert to ask questions. There are several on-line forums to participate in.
Sifting through pages of posts make many forum searches very time consuming and
unproductive ways to find information. Most of the resources found were for using
Embedded VB or the .NET Compact Framework.
The IDE

JDeveloper is the IDE for Java that was familiar. It is by no means the best available on the
market but it does come to us free and was already installed on the developers PC. There
are some limitations with regard to support and documentation for integrating J2ME with

JDeveloper. There was one tutorial that worked using the Oracle Tutorial for MIDlets (cellphone demo) but any additional help on using the CDC Profile or using any iPAQ
emulators was non-existent.

The following two Oracle JDeveloper links were used to set up the J2ME tutorial in

JDeveloper. It was useful in gaining some acquaintance to Java but was not enough to fully
tutor forward with a PDA type of application.

http://otn.oracle.com/products/jdev/htdocs/partners/addins/exchange/j2me/index.html
http://otn.oracle.com/products/ids/daily/jul11.html
It is recommended that further PDA development using Java would be helped a great deal
by spending time in finding the best IDE for developing PDA type applications and for

training developers to use the development tools prior to the project. This same IDE could
also be used for other Java application development including web and client based
applications.

Java and Data Manipulation
All of the validation of the data for data collection is done by creating methods in class

files. Connection to the Oracle Lite database on the PDA is nearly completely transparent
to connection from the client machine to a network server with the exception of using
drivers dependent on the platform. Appendix A provides sample code for accessing a
database with Java.

Form/GUI Development

Form Development was a challenge. A familiar GUI design interface like VB where forms
are built by drag and drop methods was not available for the Java development through

JDeveloper. Though the IDE for JDeveloper has some basic drag and drop capabilities, for

Information Systems Division
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the purpose of this project forms needed to created explicitly through code. The following
link is a good tutorial on layout design.

http://developer.java.sun.com/developer/onlineTraining/GUI/AWTLayoutMgr/shortcourse
.html. Appendix B provides a code sample for GUI elements in Java.
Interfacing with hardware peripherals

To interface with the OS and peripherals it may be necessary to use C++ to access the
system dlls by creating wrappers.

http://home.pacifier.com/~mmead/jni/cs510ajp/index.html. This method is referred to

as using the “Java Native Interface (JNI).” Developing with JNI posed a challenge since

developing in C++ is a developer skill-set not available internally at DOT. We relied on a
consultant to develop this code.

As an alternative to C++ development, if the peripheral comes with an application that

operates it, is using a call to the Runtime.exec() method which is available with the CrEme
implementation.
Purchasing JVM

If Java is the solution there is a need to purchase JVMs for the PDAs. Most do not come

with a standard JVM. Jeode has multiple purchase prices and discounts for quantity. The
CrEme licensing structure provides 40 licenses for $1000.

VB.Net – Joseph Couture & Nance Bradbury
IDE

In order to develop Visual Basic .NET (VB.NET) applications for the Pocket PC, we needed
to purchase the Microsoft Visual Studio .NET 2003 Professional Integrated Development
Environment. This most recent version of .NET includes the Compact Framework (CF),

which is a “lite” version of the desktop .NET Framework. It provides a complete mobile
development environment.
Deployment to Pocket PC

Before a VB.NET application can be deployed on Pocket PC 2002 (or earlier) devices, the
.NET CF must be provided as part of the application distribution, or a .NET CF cabinet

(CAB) file must be installed on the device as a prerequisite. Included with the installation
of the .NET environment on the mobile device is SQL Server CE, a compact relational

database which runs on Windows CE devices. Although we will not be using that small,
SQL Server-compatible database, it may be used as another data exchange option.
Database

At this time, Oracle 9i Lite is the strategic small footprint DBMS we have opted to use on
the mobile devices. Oracle just recently released a patch for .NET applications to

communicate with the 9i Lite DB. The patch, wrapped up in the Oracle Lite 5.0.2.8.0 CAB
file, must also be loaded onto the mobile device. All .NET applications must refer to the

Information Systems Division
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Oracle.Lite.Data namespace by dropping the corresponding dll into the application library
and adding the reference through the IDE.

Due to limited device resources and slower processor speeds, PDAs are inherently

constrained devices. With VB.NET we are able to use real OOP concepts, including an
excellent class library.
OOP (Object Oriented Programming)

VB.NET is different than Visual Basic 6.0 and earlier – everything is an object. And so

everything is exposed and able to be manipulated. This presents opportunities to skilled
developers to create virtually endless enhancements to existing objects (through “Class
derivation”), but it can pose some challenges to those unfamiliar with true OOP.

Fortunately, plenty of resources exist on-line, and Microsoft Press offers an excellent
textbook on developing in VB.Net entitled .Net Compact Framework by Wigley and

Wheelwright. Other resources are listed in Appendix C.
Multi-form framework

Application navigation, providing quick form changes through caching and moving

through a form stack, is one of the many major differences between VB and VB.NET. Our

preferred method to handle multiple forms in a VB.Net application is described in the
following article: http://www.opennetcf.org/articles/istack.asp.
Database Access/Manipulation

ADO.NET’s objects -- the Connection, Command, DataReader, DataTable and DataSet

objects, have replaced the old RecordSet used in Visual Basic. The Oracle Lite ADO.NET
data provider, mentioned earlier, also offers basic support for synchronization with the

Oracle Server DB through the launching of the MSYNC tool. Note, though, that there is

limited documentation from Oracle on how to use their ADO.NET provider. Developers

put a TAR into Oracle to get some code examples – and those are in C# rather than VB. In
their documentation for this product, Oracle states that this provider “received only light
testing and may have bugs.” Of added significance is that, when running an application

which uses the Oracle Lite DB, we cannot use the Pocket PC 2002 emulator which comes
with the IDE. So currently we can only develop the application by having the PDA itself

docked in a cradle connected to the desktop PC. Oracle responded to another TAR about
this problem by saying that they do not yet support the Pocket PC 2002 emulator.

If the Oracle infrastructure does not improve for the Mobile environment, our .NET

applications could synchronize with the Oracle Server DB with some sort of XML data
exchange. Newer versions of Oracle can output data in XML flat files, which can be

pushed to the client mobile devices. From there, a VB.NET application could read the XML
into a Dataset object or load the data into the SQL Server CE. The trend for many

businesses is to utilize web services for this XML data transfer. But, as we have invested
in Oracle, we are hoping that the Oracle Lite and .NET marriage will quickly recover from
its rocky beginnings. At a recent meeting with an Oracle technical representative
MaineDOT was assured of Oracle's commitment to the Oracle Lite technology.
Information Systems Division
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eVB (Embedded Visual Basic)
When development for the TIMS application began programmers were directed towards
using eVB as the development language per Oracle’s Mobile Application development

tutorial. Though not a full-featured programming language, eVB provides developers with
a simple, free, top-down scripting language with many language features based upon

Visual Basic 6.0. But eVB is being replaced with the Compact Framework for VB.NET. The
eVB runtime isn’t built into newer Pocket PCs, though users are able to download it so

their applications continue to work. (But it's very likely that in the future Windows CE.NET
Pocket PCs would not support eVB applications.)

With eVB it was found that loading all of the necessary Combo box items in the forms
without the application crashing was impossible. The limited debugging and HELP facility
stalled the project. Eventually, it was learned that eVB was not allocating and freeing

unused resources effectively. Memory leaks and bad garbage collection are the Achilles’
heels on which it walks. The combination of faults proved that only the simplest of
applications could be successfully developed with eVB.

Information Systems Division
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Java or VB.Net
Java

Language

+
~OOP- allows creation
of reusable code
~Sun support and
good help site

~Free

~JDeveloper 9i hard to
use
~No support of a
visual GUI
development

~VB familiarity
~OOP - reusable code
~Strongly supported
by Microsoft

~.NET framework new
and unfamiliar
~Application must be
rebuilt for each OS

~Graphical design for
forms

~limited Oracle Lite
support

~Language flexibility
(not tested porting to
other languages)

~Poor emulation
services for Oracle
Lite applications
~IDE allows
integration with other
languages though
same interface

~Minimal resources
required on client

~P/Invoke - more
difficult, requires C++

~Java development in
micro edition is
expanding

~Use JNI - Must know
C++
~If processor
upgrades/new
hardware a new VM
may need to be
purchased

~JDBC connectivity
fully supported for
databases

~Requires
development of more
MDOT in-house skill

~MS invested in
VB.NET and Compact
Framework

~Platform dependency
probably not going
away

IDE
Other

~Unfamiliar to
developers
~Developers must
help developers

+

~High Cost

~limited code
examples

~Minimal resources on
client

Future
Trends

-

~Easier to learn

~Emulator available

~Platform independent
code potential

Information Systems Division
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~Connectivity to
databases outside of
MS databases
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Future Project Considerations
Decision Scorecard: When to Build a Mobile Application
The following table and scoring meter can be used to determine the viability of a

proposed mobile application. Score each item in the table according to the following
scale:

Scoring:

0 – Not supported by the application

1 – Supported by the application, but not a primary driver
2 – Supported by the application to a high degree
3 – A primary benefit of the application

Then use the meter (figure 2) as a guide to determine whether the application should be
developed.
Attribute

Category

1. High rate of return

Savings

•

Savings can be quantified

•

Savings provide quick payback of development / equipment

Score

costs
•

Development costs can be quantified and controlled

•

Development costs can be reduced by reusing existing code

•

All non-development costs have been calculated are included

in cost analysis (e.g., software licenses, device costs, accessory
costs)
2. Large productivity gains
•

Simplifies data collection tasks

•

Reduces data entry

•

Savings

Provides reference material quickly/electronically

3. No off-the-shelf product that meets the need has been found

Savings

4. High degree of user acceptance

Acceptance

•

Users have requested the application

•

Users will find the application easy to use

•

Minimal text entry required

•

Users will perceive high value from using a small form-factor
computer in the field

5. Application “fits” on a PDA
•

Application can be built for limited screen size

•

Application can be built with limited user I/O options

•

Battery life can be managed

•

Limited network access is not a barrier

Information Systems Division
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6. Technical skills and infrastructure exist to build the application
•

Application can be written in either VB.Net or Java

•

Existing code can be reused to speed application development

•

Interaction with native device code (C/C++) can be managed

•

Capacity on synchronization server exists

7. Application can be supported
•

Support processes and personnel exist to assist users

•

Contingency plans for hardware/software problems can be

Capability

Support

maintained

8. Security risks can be controlled, such as
•

Security

Risk of theft/loss of device

•

Risk of sensitive data stored on device

•

Risk of sensitive data passing over a public network

TOTAL SCORE:

Figure 2. Application Decision Meter

Determine Application Payback Period:
Calculating the Payback Period for a proposed application may not be an easy task if the
perceived benefits of an application are subjective or intangible. However, and attempt

should be made to convert subjective measures into dollars so that cost benefits can be
assessed. The section below entitled, “Determining Savings Elements,” will outline the
process further.

Once savings figures are determined, a simple formula can be used to calculate the
Payback Period:

Payback Period = (Initial Investment Costs) / (Annual Savings) < 1.0 year
Notice that a reasonable goal for Payback Period is to be less than 1.0. For example,
Payback Period = 1.0 means project breaks even in 12 months
Payback Period = 0.5 means project breaks even in 6 months

The project review board should determine what the Payback Period goal should be on a
case-by-case basis.
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Annual Savings is a net dollar amount that reflects the difference between costs that are

removed from the system and costs that may be added by deploying the application. For
example, new applications will have on-going costs associated with support personnel,
maintenance agreements, license renewals, etc., that will reduce the overall annual

savings. The follow sections provide guidelines for evaluating costs and savings for
proposed applications.

Determine Cost Elements:
The following items should be considered when deriving initial and on-going costs:
Initial Investment Costs:
•
•
•

Labor, including developers’ or consultants’ time

Software licenses for JVM, Oracle Lite, or SQL Server CE

Hardware costs for both handheld devices and accessories

On-going Costs:
•
•
•
•

Internal support staff
Vendor support

Software support subscription fees

Anticipated hardware repairs or upgrades

Determine Savings Elements:
Savings can be challenging to calculate since the primary benefit of many mobile

applications is user productivity. However, it is possible to determine dollar savings by
analyzing the differences between the current process and the future process with the

proposed application and calculating savings by (hours saved X labor rate). “Hours saved”
should be considered for the entire application user base.
Savings elements to consider include:
•

Time differences between current process/tasks and the future processes/tasks
using the proposed application

•
•
•

Information / reference material access savings when in the field
Data entry savings when a user returns from the office

Photo or GPS processing savings if those features are integrated into the new
application

Note: Remember to subtract on-going costs from the overall savings that are calculated.

Determine Suitability of Using a PDA:
The decision to develop an application for use on a PDA or mobile device must consider

several differentiating factors including size, limited user I/O, memory, storage capacity,

battery life, available applications, phone integration, screen resolution, and handwriting
Information Systems Division
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recognition. Newer PDA’s are improved so they include expansion cards, digital cameras,
barcode readers, Global Positioning System (GPS) receivers, portable keyboards, MP3

players, wireless Internet access, voice capabilities, and wireless data synchronization.
Each application developed needs a full understanding of the current state and desired
future state of each business process to determine the best solution for the application

and which hardware will be required to meet the needs. The strengths of the three
primary choices for mobile computing are:
PDA

•
•
•

Laptop

Convenient size

Easier to protect in weather

Easier to manage for field work

•

Low cost

•

Familiar user interface

•

Large screen available for spatial
data or large forms

•
Tablet PC

Suited for complex applications

•

Top performance

•

Pen-based user input (may be a pro
or con)

•

Large screen available for spatial
data or large forms

•
•

Suited for complex applications
Top performance

Due to the compact form-factor of PDA’s, and the user input limitations, the following
factors are the first to consider when deciding to use a PDA:
Screen Size:

If forms do not require all fields per form be viewed simultaneously then a smaller screen
PDA platform may be considered. Form designs must fit within the 240X320 pixel PDA

screen. PDA’s can be used when dissecting one full-sized client form into multiple pages
will not adversely affect the user input experience or make the data collection process
more cumbersome.
Keystrokes:

If the number of keystrokes needed is intensive then a device with a keypad should be

considered. Typing via the PDA pen and using the on-screen keyboard is very slow. An

excellent handwriting recognition capability is built-in to the Pocket PC OS, but users may
be reluctant to learn to use it. As a general rule, if the application can avoid requiring
excessive keying it should do so whenever possible.
Drop down lists:

We have found no limitations to the amount of data that can be loaded to populate a
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drop-down list (ComboBox), though this does affect the speed of the initial load of forms.
Additional considerations:
•
•

Is a laptop or a tablet PC the better-suited hardware?

Are there peripheral devices that will be required and if so what are the
requirements for each device (GPS, camera, barcode readers, portable keyboards,
MP3 players)?

•
•
•

Does the database capability of the PDA meet the requirements of the application?
How many users will be sharing the device? Is it manageable?

How many records will need to be synchronized to the central database each day?
Can the Oracle Mobile Application Server handle the load?

Determine Hardware Options
Once the decision has been made to use a PDA, several factors need to be considered
when choosing the hardware platform and accessories including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Battery life

Resident memory

Expansion options for accessories and storage
Work Environment

Printing from device

Will mobile phone integration be required?

•

What is the need for handwriting recognition?

•

Is wireless Internet access a need?

•

Will voice recordings be used to capture data?

Pocket PC vs. Palm Considerations:

Pocket PC

+ Cost affordable

+ Well-known “Windows” look and feel for users

+ Comes standard with MS Office products for desktop compatibility
+ Peripheral devices available

+ Desktop Support preference
+ OS backed by Dell and HP/Compaq
Palm

+ Palm, Inc., and its OEM partners have significantly closed the performance gap
with the Pocket PC in the past 12 months offering the same Intel 400 MHz
processor and, in some cases, a larger screen size
- Non-windows interface

- Recent market decline in popularity

- OS was only recently developed for the more sophisticated high-end processors
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Accessory Connectivity Choices

Bluetooth

Bluetooth is a radio communication capability built into several small form-factor
devices such as PDA’s and cell phones. The range for Bluetooth communications

is 30 feet. Bluetooth is used to allow PDA’s to wirelessly access a cell phone to use
the phone as a modem. It allows devices to print to Bluetooth-enabled printers.

And it allows PDA’s to connect to peripherals such as GPS units and cameras. The

benefits of using Bluetooth include avoiding the need for cables and allowing each
device to maintain its own power.

The iPAQ h2200 purchased for the Environmental application is also Bluetooth

enabled. For more information on Bluetooth see https://www.bluetooth.org/.
Compact Flash

Many accessories come with a Compact Flash adapter. Compact Flash is widely
available on today’s Pocket PC models and is used to add storage memory, attach

SDIO

cameras, or add Wi-Fi network cards.

SDIO is similar to Compact flash in purpose, but is a much smaller slot physically.
For that reason, it is gaining popularity and will likely replace Compact Flash in

popularity. Note: Some current Pocket PC’s do not allow I/O operations through
their SD slot (i.e., can’t be used for Wi-Fi or Bluetooth cards, only for adding

storage memory). Be sure to verify that a particular model has the I/O capability if
you plan to leverage it.

Develop a Process Analysis Methodology
Once a decision to proceed with a proposed application has been reached, a thorough

project plan should be crafted to ensure success. The following table provides guidelines
for analyzing existing processes and documenting improvements that are to be
implemented through the use of a mobile device.

Perform a current system analysis to provide a clear understanding of the current
process.

1. Walk through the existing process(es) effected by the project sequentially then build a
flowchart of these existing process(es)

2. Get a copy of any input forms and identify other input sources
3. Identify outputs
4. Identify other important business requirements such as timing concerns, legal
mandates, etc.

5. Identify planned changes that will affect the current process if any
Build a vision of the future system.
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1. Identify the desired benefits of the changes
2. Walk through the new process to build a flowchart of this (often modification of the
current process flowchart)
3. Identify changes and issues and discuss how well they deliver the desired benefits
4. Where there are options, walk through both ways to see how it falls out, and select
the favorable option
5. Don't worry about controlling scope yet - Understand what the users want long-term.
Make it clear that is what you're doing
6. Reach consensus
Plan the project
1. Identify business requirements for PDA selection
2. Set the project scope knowing the project's purpose and resources available
3. Flowchart future process(es) for the end of the pilot
4. Identify the changes, issues, and resources necessary to complete the project.
5. Follow your plan.

Develop a Support Plan
Support is often an after-thought for many application development projects, but in the

case of handheld applications, it is critical to think through the elements of post-

production support and the costs involved. The following discussion of support elements
is summarized from a Microsoft white paper entitled, “Pocket PC Systems Management,”
written by Dan Arildson and Douglas Dedo, dated June 2002.

Inventory mobile assets. When PDA devices are deployed in large numbers, it is critical

that the organization can keep track of the devices, standardize the deployed software,
and manage warranties.

Keep software current. The support organization will need a process to update the

operating system and application software on deployed devices. See the table below for
third-party options.

Provide remote helpdesk support. Central support resources should be consulted about

potential impact from support calls related to mobile applications. Processes should be
established for first- and subsequent levels of support that may be required for a new
application. To facilitate support when users are geographically distributed in a wide

area, tools exist that allow central support resources to remotely access PDA devices.

Virus protection. Virus authors are beginning to develop malicious code that can affect
not only the PDA, but the enterprise once the device connects to the internal network.

Anti-virus software is available from the major virus protection vendors.

Restore loss, stolen, or damaged devices. Start with a process for the users to backup

their devices periodically. A variety of options exist from restoring Pocket PC software.

These include the use of memory cards, having users download from websites, sending
our updates in email, or deploying from a central mobile management server.
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Consider an appropriate management server to facilitate the processes above. A summary
of third-party servers for this purpose is listed below.

Develop a Security Plan
Security planning for mobile applications should evaluate risks that may be compounded

by the small size of PDA’s. The following table lists the primary risks associated with the
use of PDA’s and some potential controls:
Risk
Lack of user authentication on the device

Control
•

compromises sensitive data

Ensure users must login to the
Pocket PC OS before using it.

•

Consider the biometric (finger

scan) technology available with
the high-end HP IPAQs.
Sensitive data is lost when a device is lost or

•

stolen device

Ensure application requires a
user login.

•

Use the database encryption
capability of Oracle Lite and
SQL Server CE.

Sensitive data traversing a public network is
open to network sniffing software

•

Use appropriate network

encryption. Both Oracle Lite
and SQL Server CE clients

synchronize through HTTP, and
can thus use the secure socket
layer when synchronizing.
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It is important that risks are evaluated for each application and the appropriate

management sign-offs are obtained for related controls prior to placing an application
into production.

Develop an Emergency Contingency Plan
Users may need an alternate plan if the PDA application or the underlying device fails

them in the field. It is good practice to provide a paper-based backup for the users to
collect/review information in this event.

The primary reason for device “failure” will be battery life. This is particularly an issue in
cold weather, which greatly reduces battery operation. Plan for this by
•
•
•
•

Using Lithium-Ion batteries rather than Lithium-polymer batteries

Providing users with an extended life battery

Providing users with a car-lighter adapter as an alternate power source

Consider inexpensive chemical heat packs (e.g., hand warmers) that can be placed
in the PDA case to keep the battery warm

Analysis of Objectives / Conclusion
The three pilot objectives were met. The following summarizes the deliverables for each
objective:

Determine the feasibility of developing PDA applications with existing I.T. resources and
infrastructure at Maine DOT.

MaineDOT must continue to look to handheld device solutions as an enterprise tool for data

collection and maintenance. There should be effort spent monitoring the handheld environment
and also attention paid to Oracle Lite and that company's commitment to this product.

Determine the degree of difficulty between developing with Java and developing with VB.Net.
Given programming resources currently applications could be developed in either Java or VB.NET.
Considering the platform and peripheral connectivity of the project first will eventually lead

decision makers to the correct path. The coupling of VB.NET with the PocketPC operating system
makes it simpler to develop system calls and no additional purchasing of the virtual machine is
required. Form development is easier with VB.NET, though the connection to the Oracle Lite
database had some difficulties and there is not much support provided by Oracle for their
product.

Create guidelines for future PDA application development efforts. These guidelines are discussed
above in the section entitled, “Future Project Considerations” and summarized in Appendix E. The
IT standards recommendations are featured in Appendix D.
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Appendix A: Java Database Access Code Example
try

{

//This is the connection class used for the code on the PDA
// Class.forName("oracle.lite.poljdbc.POLJDBCDriver");

// connection = DriverManager.getConnection("jdbc:polite:ENV", "SYSTEM",
"Manager");

//This is the connection class used for the code on the development client
Class.forName( "oracle.jdbc.driver.OracleDriver" );

connection = DriverManager.getConnection(
}

"jdbc:oracle:thin:@dot0dta1asora01:1526:FREEDEV9", "ENV", "ENV");
//this code catches the error that is thrown if the JDBC driver isn't found
catch ( ClassNotFoundException cnfex ) {

System.err.println("Failed to load JDBC driver." );
cnfex.printStackTrace();
}

System.exit( 1 ); // terminate program
//this code catches the error that is thrown if the JDBC driver can't connect
catch ( SQLException sqlex ) {

System.err.println( "Unable to connect" );
}

sqlex.printStackTrace();

String query1 = "SELECT PIN FROM ENV_PRECON_PROJECTS";

//getData is a method that queries the database according the string passed
//it can be reused multiple times

getData(query1); …..code continues

//method to get the data from the connection and populate a result set

//private void declaration means that this method is only accessible from within the class
//and void signifies that there is no return value from the method
private void getData(String query)
{

Statement statement;
ResultSet resultSet;
try {
statement = connection.createStatement();

resultset = statement.executeQuery( query );

//calls another method which displays the data returned on the form
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displayResultSet( resultset, PIN_FIELD_KEY );
}

statement.close();

catch ( SQLException sqlex ) {
sqlex.printStackTrace();

}

}
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Appendix B: Java User Interface Code Sample
(code omitted here)…..
//set the properties of the frame

//frame is the basic object that defines the outermost border of the gui
setSize( 240, 320 );

setTitle( "Questionairre");
//set the layout type

this.setLayout(new BorderLayout());

//Define layout panels

Panel panN = new Panel(new BorderLayout());

Panel panNgrid = new Panel(new GridLayout(3,0));
Panel panC = new Panel(new BorderLayout());
panCard.setLayout(cardLayout);

panCard.add(KEY_ONE, envQuest1());

//cardLayout defined earlier…shows the panPard
cardLayout.show(panCard, KEY_ONE);

//add objects to the panels

panNgrid.add(new Label("PIN: " + myPin, Label.LEFT));

panNgrid.add(new Label("OWNER: " + myOwner, Label.LEFT));
panN.add(panNgrid, BorderLayout.NORTH);
panC.add(panCard, BorderLayout.NORTH);

//do the drop down lists for each of the choice lists on the form

choiceFrequency.add("");

choiceNumSources.add("1");

choiceNumSources.select(0);
choiceLocated.add("yes");

choiceLocated.add("no");
choiceEndUse.add("");

//this function fills the rest of the dropdown lists by querying the system look up //table
for

//the values
fillDropDowns(connection);
this.add(panN, BorderLayout.NORTH);

this.add(panC, BorderLayout.CENTER);

this.setBackground(new Color(143,206,212));

show();
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Appendix C: Additional resources
Oracle:

http://otn.oracle.com/products/lite/htdocs/o9ilite_datasheet.htm
Java Programming

http://java.sun.com
Java IDEs

http://www.metrowerks.com/MW/Develop/Wireless/Wireless_Studio/CWWSPDA.htm
http://wwws.sun.com/software/sundev/jde/features/me-features.html
http://www.datarepresentations.com/
http://www.borland.com/jbuilder/mobileset/index.html
VB.Net Programming

Textbook: Microsoft .Net Compact Framework, A. Wigley and S. Wheelwright, Microsoft Press
2003.

http://smartdevices.microsoftdev.com/default.aspx (Official Microsoft Smart Devices Developer
site)

http://www.pocketpcdn.com/sections/dotnet.html (has links to all the main VB.Net support sites)
http://www.opennetcf.org
http://samples.gotdotnet.com/ (also accessible from Microsoft site above)

Digital Camera:

http://www.shortcourses.com/choosing/contents.htm
GPS Unit:
Middleware:

http://www.fieldworker.com/prod_enterprise.html - top
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Appendix D: IT Standards Recommendation
To be added to the IT Standards document PDA section:
Microsoft's current Pocket PC operating system

Programmed in VB.NET or Java, supplemented with C++ as required.

Use of Oracle Lite database and Oracle Mobile Server preferred; SQL Server CE second choice.
Justifications

Microsoft's current Pocket PC operating system

• MaineDOT prefers to maintain and administer a single OS for PDAs.

• supports automatic synchronization with MaineDOT's Microsoft Office products
• The Windows-like look and feel is familiar to MaineDOT's employees.

• should continue to integrate well with VB.NET as both are supported Microsoft products

Use of Oracle Lite database and Oracle Mobile Server preferred; SQL Server CE second choice.
• MaineDOT is committed to the use of Oracle for our enterprise databases.

• We were able to successfully use Oracle Lite and MobileServer for both applications

• Although many other methods are valid and available, we continue to try to limit our
toolset for the sake of maintainability and ease of training.

• It is likely that many shrink-wrapped applications will offer a choice of database platforms
that will not include Oracle Lite. SQL Server CE is part of the Microsoft PocketPC operating
system, so at least we would not have to purchase additional tools.
Programmed in VB.NET or Java, supplemented with C++ as required.

• MaineDOT supports VB, Java, and PL/SQL programming languages on other platforms.

• Neither language was clearly better than the other
IDE

VB.NET - Visual Studio.NET Professional, current version

Java - We should select a more robust IDE than JDEVELOPER.
Caveats

- The technology is rapidly changing, so all decisions will have to be revisited.
- At the time of this writing, few Oracle customers had bought into Oracle Lite, so we should
continue to monitor Oracle's support of that product.

- some shrink-wrapped software packages may force overrides of our standards
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Appendix E: Summary of ISD Criteria to be Used When
Considering PDA Applications
Applications developed for the PDA or remote data collection need to undergo the same process analysis
as other applications and must be written by programmers with a broad understanding of the technology.
Once requirements are known, an application that requires 4 forms, a database, synchronization methods,
and digital image collection would take about 3 months to develop. Consideration should be given to the
following before requesting an application:

Cost/Savings
Look at Rate of Return
Costs should be quantified by looking at the cost of development, equipment, software licenses,
accessory cost, etc. The savings should be calculated based on user time-savings, materials, data
accuracy.
Look at Productivity Gains
Will the PDA simplify the data collection task, reduce data entry redundancy and provide reference
material in a timely manner?
Look to Off-the-Shelf Products for solutions
Are there products on the market that will fill the need? Are any other state agencies using this
technology for a similar purpose?

User Acceptance
Applications that have been requested from the user will be easier to implement
Do you think the users will find the application use easy? Is there minimal text comments required?
Will the small screen prohibit users with disabilities from doing a particular job?
Would a voice recorded note be an alternative to written comments?

Suitability
Review the application to see if it fits on a PDA
Can the application be built for limited screen size or are there large graphics objects that would
prohibit this? Will the work flow process be effectively modified by introducing equipment that may
need power extensions or run on limited power sources? Is limited network access a barrier? If so,
then can the wireless infrastructure be proven cost effective to initiate the purchase?

Capability
Review the cost, skills and infrastructure to build the application
Verify with a contact in ISD that the capacity is available for the synchronization server to handle
the application? What is the budget for this application? Can the department afford to contract for
the work to be done or would in-house development better suit the needs?

Support
Ensure continued support within the department/bureau/workgroup
Do support processes and personnel exist to assist users? For example, are there people who
could take over the job if the primary users were out of work for extended periods of time? Can the
contingency plans be maintained? If an off-the-shelf product is purchased will ISD personnel be
informed and trained on the use of the software/hardware product to be able to support it?

Security
Review the security risk
Can the security risk be controlled if the device is lost or stolen? Is the data sensitive?
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